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Making America FloodWise

NEWS YOU CAN USE

INTRODUCING THE FLOOD PATROL

30 Days and Counting

2004 brings a new focus to NFIP marketing, and a new agency to
deliver it.

Persistent rains and saturated
ground in parts of the Northeast
and mid-Atlantic are heightening
concern about spring floods.

The goal is growth. And J. Walter Thompson (JWT), the country’s
largest advertising agency, has been chosen to create a campaign that
will drive consumers and sales leads to WYO companies and agents,
policy
purchase,
renewals,
win
prior
spur pol
icy purchas
e, encourage renewal
s, and wi
n back pri
or
customers.
The hard-charging new marketing team calls themselves the NFIP
Flood Patrol.

MARKETING FOR 5% GROWTH
The Flood Patrol’s growth target is aggressive: 5% more policies-inforce by next year. “It’s ambitious, but doable,”
says JWT Management Director Jay Cronin. “We’ll
get there by reachi
reaching
ng out to co
consumers
nsumers iin
n
multiple ways, and at the same time making sure
the insurance industry has the tools they need to
close the sale.”
National Flood
Insurance
Program

Consumer messages will educate property owners
about the consequences of not having flood
insurance, remind them that homeowner’s insurance does not cover
flooding, and help them better understand their level of risk.
Messages will be communicated through multiple media vehicles
including direct response television, direct mail, a new consumer web
site, online and print advertising, and public relations.
Stakeholder Relations programs are in development to build better
communications with the insurance industry, lenders, realtors, and
emergency managers. In addition, an enhanced co-op marketing
program to provide marketing tools for Stakeholders is coming soon.

Remember: it usually takes 30
days for new coverage to go into
effect, so now is the time to begin
reminding people that they need
adequate flood coverage. (For full
article:
http://www.noaanews.noaa.gov/s
tories2003/s2142.htm.)

Map Modernization offers a
flood insurance opportunity
Communities across America are
starting to update and digitize
their flood maps, and in many
cases the boundaries of flood
plains are being redrawn. People
not required to have flood
insurance in the past may find
that they are living in a flood
hazard area and must be insured.
We'll cover the story in more
detail in future issues of the
newsletter.

Launching in March:
Direct Response TV

MORE NEWS TO USE
The NFIP Leads program

NEW SPOT FEATURES WARNING LABEL
“What do you mean my flood damage isn't covered???” Many agents
have had to address this question. Yet millions of homeowners still
don’t know that their homeowners’ insurance won’t cover them for
floods. A new NFIP TV spot, now in development, will help to change
that misperception. The spot will feature a warning label to capture
consumers’ attention, and the warning label will also appear in other
NFIP marketing materials.

refers people who call the NFIP
toll-free number to agents who
write flood insurance in their zip
code. To have leads sent to you,
download a form at
http://docnet.fema.gov, fill it out,
and fax it to 321-978-0333. The
form is called FEMA Form 81-95,
NFIP Leads Program Application.

WATCH-AND-RESPOND TV
The spot won’t just educate, however. It will give viewers a way to
take action, right away, by calling the NFIP 800 number or their
insurance agent. Callers to the toll-free number who need an agent
will be referred to agents listed in the NFIP Leads
Program database.
This kind of results-oriented advertising is known as
Direct Response TV -- DRTV. In addition to generating
leads, DRTV has another benefit. It allows the NFIP Flood
Patrol and FEMA to continuously assess and fine-tune the
effectiveness of marketing efforts by tracking the volume of responses
each time and timeslot the commercial is aired.

A DIGITAL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
The first spot, “Homeowners”, is currently in digital production,
meaning that images are being computer-generated rather than shot
on film. We can’t reveal too much this early in the process, but will
say you should expect to see some outstanding special effects!

NATIONAL RELEASE IN MARCH
The spot will start airing nationally in late March, in time for the spring
flood season, and in advance of hurricane season.

MORE ABOUT CONSEQUENCES
Later in the year, a second spot, “Ignoring the Flood”, will feature a
family in denial about the devastation that a flood brings to their
home. This spot will creatively reinforce the fact that not having flood
coverage means possible loss of a homeowner’s largest investment.

COMING SOON
In upcoming issues, look
for specifics on creative
development, marketing
tips, events, and where
to see messages in
action.
March features:
An update on television
production, a sneak peak
at the new web site, and
how Public Relations will
work to get the media
involved in promoting
the campaign message.
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